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Exercise 11. Choose the correct option for each gap in the sentences. 
 1. I ........................ born on the first of May. 
 A. were B. was C. are D. is 
2. The enemy ........................ by night. 
 A. attack B. attacks C. attacked D. did attack 
3. Mind about what I just ........................ now. 
 A. said B. say C. did say D. didn’t say 
4. Did you ever ........................ of such a thing? 
 A. hear B. hears C. heard D. heart 
5. He ........................ some eggs to make cakes. 
 A. buys B. buy C. buied D. bought 
6. There ........................ any eggs in the packet when I ........................ the kitchen. 
 A. was/ come B. were/ come C. was/ came D. were/ came 
7. I ........................ a English course to improve all the skills. 
 A. not joined B. joined C. did joined D. join 
8. We ........................ to our friend last night. 
 A. spoke B. speak C. speaked D. spoken 
9. We ........................ and ........................ lunch at the cafeteria with them. 
 A. talked/have B. talked/ had C. talk/had D. talked/ have 
10. ........................ you attend yoga class when I ........................ at home? 
 A. Did/ stayed B. Didn’t/ didn’t stayed 
 C. Did/ didn’t stayed D. Did/ stayed 
11. I ........................ his car to work while he was sleeping. 
 A. drive B. drove C. driving D. driven 
12. The man ........................ the door and ........................ pieces of paper. 
 A. open/ thrown B. opened/ threw 
 C. opened/ thrown D. open/ throw 
13. He ........................ them into a room. 
 A. led B. lead C. leaded D. leads 
14. He ........................ off his hat and  ........................ into the room. 
 A. take/went B. take/go C.taken/go D. took/ went 
15. The meeting ........................ 5 minutes ago. 
 A. finished B. finish C.did not finish D. did finish 
16. When ........................ she ........................ the report? 
 A. do/ finish B. did/ finished C. did/finish D. didn’t/ finished 
17. I ........................ my close friend a cushion for her chair yesterday. 
 A. gave B.give C.gived D. given 
18. Hoa’s neighbor ........................ her and then ........................ it very well. 
 A. helped/ fits B. helped/ fit C. help/ fitted D. helped/ fitted 
19. I ........................ what teacher ........................ in the last lesson. 
 A. didn’t understand/ said B. didn’t understood/ said 
 C. understand/ say D. understood/ say 
20. Yesterday, I ........................ to a souvenir shop near the exit of the aquarium. 
 A. go B.gone C.went D. goes 
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Exercise 12. Choose the correct answer by circling A, B, C or D. 
1. This is the most interesting novel    
 A. I’ve read B. I had read C. I’ve never read D. I’ve ever read 
2. I haven’t seen you   . 
 A. since a long time B. for ages 
 C. ages D. for long existence 
3. It   every day so far this week. 
 A. rained B.has rained C. rains D.is raining 
4. I   any letter from him yet. 
 A.haven’t received B.will receive 
 C.don’t receive D.didn’t receive 
5. We to Da Lat several times. It’s a foggy city. 
 A. were B. have been C.were being D. had been 
6. I haven’t met him since he  school. 
 A. left B. was leaving C. had left D. was left 
7. My uncle   on this farm since he was 20. 
 A.has worked B. have worked C. worked D. wasworking 
8. He  London 2 years ago and I    him since then. 
 A.left/ hadn’t seen B. left/ haven’t seen 
 C. was living/ haven’t seen D. left/ didn’t seen 
9. By the time Tom got back, Peter   . 
 A. have gone B. went C. will go D. had gone 
10. She in Hue for twenty years. 
 A. lives B. has lived C. lived D. will live 
11. It was the most exciting film I   . 
 A. never saw B. ever saw C. had ever seen D. have ever seal 
12. They have been in love with each other    they were young. 
 A. while B.until C. for D. since 
13. I  themoney fromhim yet. 
 A. haven’t received B. don’t receive 
 C.will receive D. am receiving 
14. They   for nearly 50 years. 
 A. marry B. have been married 
 C. married D.willmarry 
15. How many times   there so far?Afewtimes. 
 A.have you been B. would you be 
 C. were you D. had you been 
16. It’s at least a month since    Tom. 
 A.I last seen B. I last see C. I have last seen D. I last saw 
17. We   almost every lesson in this book so far. 
 A. study B. studies C. has studied D. have studied 
18. We   that television program. 
 A. never watch B. not never watch 
 C. have never watched D. has never watched 
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19. Up to then, I  such a big fire. 
 A. have never seen B. had never seen 
 C. never seen D. never see 
20. I  her since I  a student. 
 A. know/ am B. knew/ was 
 C. have known/ am D. have known/ was 
21.   get tired of answering the same questions every day? 
 A. Have you ever B. Had you ever 
 C. Do you ever D. Are you ever 
22. She   working on that manuscript for 2 year now. 
 A. will be B. has been C. had been D.is 
23. I   there once a long time ago and   back since. 
 A. went/have not been B. go/am not 
 C. have gone/was D. was going/had not been 
24. In the last hundred years, traveling    much easier and more comfortable. 
 A. becomes B. has become C. became D. will become 
25. It is raining now. It began raining two hours ago. So it   for two hours. 
 A. rains B. is raining C. has rained D. rained 
26. Mike is playing chess. How long   he  ? 
 A. did/play B.is/playing 
 C. has/play D. has/been playing 
27. Today is Thursday and she   late twice this week. She    late yesterday and 

onMonday. 
 A. is/was B. has been/is 
 C. has been/was D. has been/had been 
28. He     in the same house since 1975. 
 A. has lived B. is living C. lived D. had lived 
29. We    him since he    married. 
 A. didn’t see/got B. haven’t seen/got 
 C. don’t/get D. hadn’t seen/got 
30. It   for two hours and the ground is too wet to play tennis. 
 A. is raining B. had rained C. has rained D. was raining 

Exercise 13. Choose the best one (A, B, C or D) to complete the sentence. 

1. I usually play football when I have   . 
 A. spare time B. good time C. no time D. times 
2. In team sports, the two teams    against each other in order to get the better score. 
 A. are B. do C. make D. compete 
3.    draw on the walls and tables, please. 
 A. Do B. Don’t C. Should D. Shouldn’t 
4. Nam plays sports very often, so he looks very  . 
 A. sport B. sports C. sporty D. sporting 
5. Last summer, I    fishing with my uncle in the afternoon. 
 A. go B. went C. goes D. going 
6. Have you ever    to London? 
 A. be B. being C. been D. gone 
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7. People in Tokyo are very polite    friendly. 
 A. or B. and C. but D. so 
8. Do you know    drink in Viet Nam? 
 A. popular B. more popular 
 C. more and more popular D. the most popular 
9. When we were in Stockholm, wehad coffee and cakes  a coffeeshop   the Old Town. 
 A. on - on B. at -at C. in - in D. on - at 
10. The Eiffel Tower is the most  landmark in the world. 
 A. visit B. visiting C. visited D. to visit 
11. Super cars will  water in the future. 
 A. go by B. run at C. run on D. travel by 
12. The robot will  of the flowers in the garden. 
 A. take care B. take note C. be careful D.carry 
13. The house will have a super mart TV to    the e-mails. 
 A. send and post B. send and receive 
 C. get and take D. receive and get 
14.   pencils and rapper, every student will have a computer. 
 A. By B. Instead C. Instead of D.At 
15. We might have a  TV to watch TV programmes from space. 
 A. wireless B. remote C. automatic D. local 
16. My brother wants to become a  to tell TV viewers what the weather is like. 
 A. newspaper B. actor C. weatherman D. producer 
17. TV  can join in some game shows through telephone or by mail. 
 A. people B. weatherman C. newsreaders D. viewers 
18.   are films by pictures, not real people and often for children. 
 A. Documentaries B. Love stories 
 C. Cartoons D. Detective stories 
19. Are there any good programs  teenagers on TV tonight? 
 A. to B. for C. of D. with 
20. My father works late tomorrow, so he will   the first part of the film onVTV1. 
 A. miss B. lose C. forget D. cut 

Exercise 14. Choose the best one (A, B, C or D) to complete the sentence. 

 1. Young people  obey their parents. 
 A. must B.will C.may D. ought to 
2. Laura, you and the kids just have dinner without waiting for me. I    work very hard 

today. 
 A. can B. should C. may D. would 
3. I    be delighted to show you round the factory. 
 A. ought to B. would C. might D. can 
4. Leave early so that you    miss the bus. 
 A. didn’t B. shouldn’t C. won’t D. mustn’t 
5. Jenny’s engagement ring is enormous! It    have cost a fortune. 
 A. must B. will C. might D. should 
6. You    to write them today. 
 A. should B. had C. must D. ought 
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7. I hope I    find it. 
 A. will B. could C. shall D. must 
8. Unless he runs he    catch the train. 
 A. will B. wouldn’t C. mustn’t D. won’t 
9.    you be in Rome tonight? 
 A. Will B. Might C. May D. Maybe 
10. We    have time to help you tomorrow. 
 A. may B. will C. must D. could 
12. “  you hand me that pair of scissors, please?” 
 A. May B.Shall C.Will D. Should 
12. Don’t phone Ann now. She  be having lunch. 
 A. might B.can C. must D. has to 
13. In the future, machines  all the work for us. 
 A. are doing B. will do C.were doing D. do 
14. Every day, Mr. Tuan   in the fields from 6 am to 4 pm. 
 A. worked B. work C. is working D. works 
15. When  Vietnamese people celebrate the New Year? 
 A. will B. are C. do D. is 
16. Ba is in his room. He  the guitar now. 
 A. wasplaying B. played C. is playing D. will play 
17. Next month is Lien’s birthday. She   some of her friends to her birthday party. 
 A.invite B. invites 
 C. is going to invite D. invited 
18. John Robinson is an English teacher. He    for an apartment in Ha Noi for his family now. 
 A. looks B. is looking C. looked D. will look 
19. “   this week?” “No, she’s on holiday.” 
 A. Is Susan working B. Does Susan work 
 C. Does work Susan D. Has Susan worked 
20. I’m   with the result. 
 A. please B. pleasing C. pleasant D. pleased 
21.   I carry that bag for you? Thanks. 
 A. Do B. Shall C.Will  D.Would 
22. Our new car is smaller, so it uses     petrol. 
 A.more B. fewer C. less D. little 
23. My birthday is    February 2nd. 
 A. in B. on C. at D. since 
24. Lan is very hungry. She wants some   . 
 A. ice- cream B. coffee C. noodles D. lemonade 
25. Are you a teacher     an engineer? 
 A. and B. but C. or D. so 

 

 

Exercise 15. Choose the correct answers A, B, C or D. 
1. There ................... two rooms in my house. 
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 A. is B. are C. aren’t D. be 
2. I am ................... London. I am English. 
 A. at B. in C. from D. on 
3. ................... time is it? - It’s five o’clock. 
 A. How B. Where C. When D. What 
4. When is ................... birthday? 
 A. your B. you C. yours D. yourself 
5. He ................... a house in Manchester. 
 A. have B. has C. to have D. having 
6. What’s the weather ................... in Hanoi? 
 A. to like B. likes C. like D. liking 
7. Her father ................... a new car. 
 A. to want B. wants C. want D. wanted 
8. They are traveling to school ................... bus. 
 A. on B. in C. to D. by 
9. ................... much homework does he have? - He has a lot of homework. 
 A. How B. How many C. How about  D. How long 
10. How much rice ................... you want? - Two kilos. 
 A. to do B. do C. doing D. does 

 

Exercise 16. Choose the correct option for each gap in the sentences. 
 1. If someone   into the store, smile and say, “May I help you?” 
 A. comes B. came C. will come D.wouldcome 
2. If you   all of my questions, I   anything to help you. 
 A. don’t answer / can’t do B. didn’t answer/ won’t do 
 C. wouldn’t answer/ can’t do D. wouldn’t answer/ couldn’t do 
3. “Here’s my phone number.” - “Thanks,I  youacallif I   some help.” 
 A. will give / will need B. would give/ needed 
 C. give/need D. will give/ need 
4. The teacher was absent today, so the class was canceled. If she    absent again tomorrow, 

class   tomorrow, too. 
 A. is / will cancel B. is/ will be canceled 
 C. was / would be canceled D. was/ would cancel 
5. I won’t lend you this money  you promise to pay it back. 
 A. in case B. if C. otherwise D. unless 
6.   there are some more ideas, we can end the meeting now. 
 A. Unless B. If C. As if D. In case 
7. “It’s really raining.”“Yes. If the weather , we’ll have to camp somewhere else. 
 A. would get worse B. might get worse 
 C. gets worse D. should get worse 
8. If anyone  ,    him I    back at 9 o’clock. 
 A. calls / tell / will be B. called / telling / would be 
 C. is calling / tells / am D. will call / to tell / am 
9. If she asks for money, I    her. 
 A. will give B. gave C. would give D.would have given 
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10. If I  this exam, I’ll go to the university next summer. 
 A. pass B. to pass C. had passed D. passed 
11.   more information, please telephone our main office. 
 A. If you will need B. Should you need 
 C. You should need D. If you needed 
12. If Jack refuses to help, we   manage without him. 
 A. have to B. will have to 
 C. had to D. are having to 
13. I cannot buy a new computer  I save enough money. 
 A. if B. even if C. unless D. as if 
14. You will get a good seat if you   first. 
 A. come B. came C. have come D. will come 
15. We’ll be late unless we    now. 
 A. leave B. don’t leave C. had left D. have left 
16. We can reuse  . 
 A. water B. air C. noise D. bottles 
17. What does “reduce” mean? 
 A. using something again B. using something more 
 C. using something less D. collect something 
18. What does “reuse” mean? 
 A. using something again B. using something more 
 C. using something less D. collect something 
19. We shouldn’t    rubbish on the street. 
 A. throw B. reuse C. wrap D. turn off 
20. Polluted water can make fish   . 
 A. live B. sleep C. grow D. die 
21. We can use empty    to make pencil boxes. 
 A. paper B. bottles C. bulbs D. plastic bag 
22. Turn    the lights when we go out. 
 A. of B. off C. on D. up 
23. People should stop using so    energy. 
 A. more B. less C. many D. much 
24. Planting more    to reduce pollution. 
 A. does B. flowers C. trees D. grass 
25.    means giving things to people in need. 
 A. Swap B. Charity C. Reuse D. Recycle 
 
Exercise 17.  Choose the best one (A, B, C or D) to complete the sentence or replace the underlined 
word.  
 1.   you hear the fireworks from your house last night? 
 A. Can’t B. Could C.Can D. Will 
2. Do you think you  write that report by Tuesday? I know you’re very busy. 
 A. have been able to B. couldn’t 
 C.will be able to D. could 
3. I    touch my toes. See! 
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 A. can B. will be able to C. could D. can’t 
4. I   spend another moment in that restaurant. It was too noisy. 
 A. can’t B. have been able to 
 C. can D. couldn’t 
5. I    never seem to get the temperature right 
 A. can’t B. to be able to C. can D. could 
6.    play professionally tennis, you must be extremely fit. 
 A. To be able to B. Couldn’t C. can D. Will you be able 
7.    you play an instrument? 
 A. Couldn’t B. Able to C. Can D. Could 
8. I’m afraid I   attend the meeting, I’m on business in Japan. 
 A. will be able to B. won’t be able to C. can D. would 
9.    you have brought it to me at work? 
 A. Couldn’t B. Could C. Cannot D. Will be able to 
10. They   save the men from the sinking ship. 
 A. was able to B. could to C. are able D. were able to 
11. Robots  lift heavy things many years ago. 
 A. can B. could C. couldn’t D. are able to 
12.   robots be able to talk to us in the future? 
 A. Can B. Do C. Will D. Could 
13. When she is 30, she will be able   a famous artist. 
 A. become B. to become C. becomes D. becoming 
14.   you swim when you were a child? 
 A. Can B. Will C. Could D. Do 
15.   robots can build space stations on the planets. 
 A. Space B. Doctor C. Workers D. Home 
16. Which robot can make coffee? 
 A. Space robot B. Doctor robot C. Worker robot D. Home robot 
17. Which robot can help sick people? 
 A. Space robot B. Doctor robot C. Worker robot D. Home robot 
18. In the past, robots     the laundry. 
 A. could do B. can do C. will do D. do 
19. Yesterday, my mother   me a robot toy as a birthday gift. 
 A. give B.gave C. giving D. to give 
20. He   be able to pass the final test because he doesn’t workhard. 
 A. can B.can’t C. will D. won’t 

Exercise 18. Choose the best one (A, B, C or D) to complete the sentence or replace the underlined 
word. 

1. .................. sports do you play? 
 A. How B. Who C. Which D. What’s 
2. My mother wants a good pair of shoes because she often goes  .................. 
 A. jogging B. fishing C. sailing D. reading 
3. He often .................. his kite when he’s not busy. 
 A. does B. plays C. goes D. flies 
4. Why don’t we go to the movies? 
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 A. Because I like it. B. Good idea. 
 C. Yes, we do. D. I don’t think so. 
5. Some people can speak many .................. . 
 A. countries B. nationalities C. languages D. speeches 
6. People are .................. many forests because they need more land. 
 A.destroying B. producing C. growing D. polluting 
7. There is .................. oil in this bottle. We should buy some more. 
 A. a few B. few C. little D. a little 
8. Can I help you? - .................., please. I need a kilo of beef. 
 A. Sorry B. Yes C. Can D. No 
9. Minh .................. likes fish and beef. 
 A. isn’t B. don’t C doesn’t D. never 
10. He goes to work six days a week. He .................. goes to work. 
 A. always B. usually C. often D. never 

 

Exercise 19. Choose the correct answers. 

1. She is the ...................... of all the girls in my class. 
 A. pretty B. prettiest C. prettier D. more prettier 
2. My daughter ...................... English on Wednesday and Friday. 
 A. not have B. isn’t have C. don’t have D. doesn’t have 
3. Do you want ...................... photos for you ? 
 A. I take B. me take C. me taking D. me to take 
4. My brother and I often go fishing in ...................... free time. 
 A. your B. my C. our D. their 
5. I’m going to the ...................... now. I want to buy some bread. 
 A. post office B. drugstore C. bakery D. toystore 
6. Is this her ......................? 
 A. erasers B. books C. an eraser D. eraser 
7. The opposite of “weak” is  ...................... . 
 A. thin B. small C. strong D. heavy 
8. She doesn’t have ...................... friends at school 
 A. a B. some C. many D. much 
9. Hoa and I ...................... funny stories. 
 A. reading B. am reading C. is reading D. are reading 
10. What does Lien do when ...................... warm? 
 A. it B. it’s C. its D. they’re 
11. Don’t be late ...................... your school. 
 A. on B. at C. to D. for 
12. ...................... do you get there? - We walk, of course. 
 A. Why B. What C. How by D.How 
13. What about ...................... to Hue on Sunday. 
 A. to go B. go C. going D. goes 
14. Mr&Mrs. Brown & their father have ...................... legs. 
 A. four B. six C. eight D. ten 
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15. These are my clothes, and those are ...................... .   
 A. you B. your C. yours D. your’s 
16. There are ...................... fingers in one hand. 
 A. two B. five C. ten D.one 
17. It is twelve o’clock, Mai Anh. Let’s ...................... lunch. 
 A. to have B. to having C. has D. have 
18. His mother is a doctor. She works in a ...................... .   
 A. hospital B. post office C. restaurant D. cinema 
19. How ...................... kilos of rice do you want?  
 A. many B. much C. often D. about 
20. It is twenty-five past ...................... .  
 A. fifty B. a quarter C. four o’clock D. eleven 
 
Exercise 20 

. Choose the best option A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. 

1. Henry often visits his grandpa .....................the weekends. 

 A.on B.at C.in D.on/ at 

2. There is some food ..................... the fridge. 

 A.in B.at C.up D.on 

3. We will leave ..................... 10:30 ..................... Monday afternoon. 

 A.at; in B.on; in C.at; on D.on; on 

4. Christmas is ..................... 24th December every year. 

 A.on B.in C.at D.from 

5. They will finish the project ..................... May. 

 A.in B.on C.at D.in/ on 

6. There is a strange symbol ..................... the screen. 

 A.at B.in C.on D.by 

7. ..................... an island, there is a man living ..................... a cave with his cat. 

 A.On; at B.In; on C.At; on D.On; in 

8. We are going to have a party ..................... Christmas. 

 A.at B.in C.on D.in/ on 
Exercise 21 

 Fill in the blank with a suitable word. 

1. Mary is my friend.  is very kind. 

 A. She B. It C. They D. He 

2.  has four legs and one truck. 

 A.Elephant B.An elephant C.The elephant D.Elephants 

3. A rat is a small animal.  lives in a hole. 
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 A.He B.She C.They D.It 

4. We should love, respect and obey  teachers. 

 A.your B.my C.our D.their 

5. John and Mary are students. are going to school. 

 A.They B.We C.He D.She 

6.  are flying high in the sky. 

 A.Bird B.A bird C.The birds D.The bird 

7.  are playing inthe garden. 

 A.Child B.A child C.The children D.Childrens 

8. I have a little sister.  is very cute. 

 A.She B.He C.It D.Me 

9.  is very faithful to its master. 

 A.Dog B.Dogs C.A dog D.The dogs 

10. John always  the latrine after use. 

 A.flush B.flushes C.flushing D.flushed 

11. We do not  away anything useful. 

 A.threw B.throwing C.throw D.thrown 

12. A giraffe is a wild animal.  has a long neck. 

 A.It B.That C.This D.They 

13. They are on the floor. 

 A.sitting B.sat C.sit D.None of these 

14.  am eating fruits. 

 A.I B.You C.They D.He 

15. That is a kite. is flying high in the sky. 

 A.It B.He C.She D.This 

16. The baby is crying  must be hungry. 

 A.It B.That C.She D.He 

17. Mother is in the kitchen.  is in the kitchen. 

 A.She B.He C.They D.It 

18.   is a white horse. 

 A.It B.They C.She D.He 

19. The parrot is in  cage. 
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 A.her B.his C.its D.their 

20.  is a library in our school. 

 A.It B.There C.That D.This 

Exercise 22 

. Choose the correct answers to complete the following sentences. 

1. He is ..................... football player in this city. 

 A.the best B.the worse C.the goodest 

2. Bill works ..................... his brother. 

 A.as successfully as  B.so successfully as  

 C.successfully than 

3. Mount Everest is ..................... highest mountain in the world. 

 A.as B.more C. the 

4.  ..................... all the countries in the world, Vatican is the smallest. 

 A.in B.Of C. the 

5. Jenny behaves ..................... than Helen. 

 A.kinder B.more kindly C.as kindly as 

6. It is ..................... in the countryside than in a city. 

 A.freshest B.as fresh as C.fresher 

7. Da Lat is the coolest place ..................... Vietnam. 

 A.in B. at C. on 

8. If you work .....................,you can do it ..................... 

 A.more hardly - better B.harder - better  

 C.the hardest - gooder 

9. She is ..................... more hard-working than her sister. 

 A.more B.much C.some 

10. Who has ..................... apples in all of us? 

 A.the maniest  B.more C.the most 

Exercise 23 

. Choose the correct answer to each of the following. 

1. Basketball is one of the    popular games. 

 A. many B. more  C. most 

2. Playing sports helps me get  . 

 A. free B. fitter C. fittest 

3. My brother usually plays football when he has  . 

 A. spare time B. goodtime C. times 
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4. There are many sports activities    school children. 

 A. to B. for C. of 

5. I like skating, but I am not very good   going skating. 

 A. at B. with C. of 

6. There are many sports activities  school children. 

 A. to B. for C. of 

7. Remember to  strictly at the swimming pool. 

 A. take B. follow C. do 

8.  does your father like? - He likes tennis. 

 A. What's sport B. What sport C. Which sports 

9. My best friend like to watch motor racing because it is very  . 

 A. exciting B. excited C. boring 

10. Hoa   three goals for my team and he made it a hat trick. 

 A. scores B. scored C. played 

 
 


